
DRAW THIS, BOSTON! from Greenway Artist, Chris Templeman 
Playful Perspectives: Imaginative Machines
Drawing inspiration from the objects and activities taking place on The Greenway, invent a 
robot to solve a problem!
1.What do you notice around you in the park? What troubles are people experiencing? 

What is something you could really use right now? What would make your park 
experience even better?

2. Using your imagination and inspiration, Invent a robot to help you meet these needs!  

"I use 3D printers, a type of robot, to make art.  But robots can do many other things.  When I sketch, I 
use geometric shapes and draw rapidly (don't be afraid to scratch out or erase).  I don't worry too 
much about the details of the sketch as my main goal is to get ideas onto paper quickly.  I often use 
labels so I capture important details." -Chris Templeman, artist, Make & Take
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